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Example #8: A fairly straight forward unit analysis physics problem involving squared units:  
If Crazy Joe Clayton can spray paint the side of a building at a rate of 1.75 x 103 cm2 per minute, how many building 
walls (9ft x 15 ft each) can he spray before the the police  show up 1.5 hrs after he starts? 
      given      con.

2        con.
2              given           con.   given

          wall       ft2            in2             1.75 x 103 cm2      60 min     1.5 hrs         157,500             
                =  1.26 walls

       9ft x 15 ft   122in2       2.542 cm2              min                  1 hr          1       125419

Example #9: A rather nasty unit analysis problem:  How many hours will it take a steel ball to  roll down a 
straight low angle 20.0 foot ramp if it constantly accelerates  at 4.2 nm / µs / min.  ?   ANSWER:  First, notice  you are 

dealing with position vs. time in a trio situation with vo = 0  (2nd orange)   

€ 

Δx =
1
2
at2   now, isolate for t:    

€ 

t =
2Δx
a

                        coefficient   given      given        con.          con.       con.      con.        con.
2
 

Now, plug in  2   20ft   µs.min  0.305m  109nm      s      60s         h2 
 #’s w/units                                                      = 0.013 h

       1      4.2 nm     ft          m     106 µs   min   (3600s)2  
Introduction to Significant Figures, precision, and the expensive search for more accuracy: 
Physics isn't math, it's real life. You earn the numbers you obtain by careful measurement in the 
laboratory.  When you write down 20 kg for the mass of an object you are limiting the number to 
one significant digit (zeros merely acting as decimal place holders are not significant). I would guess 
that you were just trying to get the mass in the ballpark. Not too accurate.  If you write down 20. kg 
or 2.0 x 101 kg, you gave the number two “siggies”. Now I think you must have at least weighed it 
on an inexpensive scale.  If you write the mass as 20.0 kg, you’ve given yourself  three siggies and 
the price of your scale must have gone up.  So what makes a figure (digit) significant?  
For numbers read in a laboratory report or a book, follow these rules (from wikipedia):
1.) All non-zero digits are considered significant. Example: the number 1 has one significant figure. 
In 20 and 300, the first figure is significant while the others may or may not be (see below). 123.45 
has five significant figures: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
2.) Zeros appearing anywhere between two non-zero digits are significant. Example: 101.12 has five 
significant figures: 1, 0, 1, 1 and 2.
3.) Leading zeros are not significant. For example, 0.00012 has two significant figures: 1 and 2.
4.) Trailing zeros in a number containing a decimal point are significant. For example, 12.2300 has six 
significant figures: 1, 2, 2, 3, 0 and 0. The number 0.000122300 still has only six significant figures (the 
zeros before the 1 are not significant). In addition, 120.00 has five significant figures. This convention 
clarifies the precision of such numbers; for example, if a result accurate to four decimal places is 
given as 12.23 then it might be understood that only two decimal places of accuracy are available. 
Stating the result as 12.2300 makes clear that it is accurate to four decimal places.

For numbers you determined from actual laboratory measurements: 
When reading the digits from left to right of a “live” laboratory produced value remember this rule: 

  “The first iffy is the last siggy”
Ex #10: You use a stop watch to measure a race time to be 3.46 seconds. How many sig figs does it have? These 
sig fig rules are a little different.  Human reaction time has about a ±0.15 second uncertainty so the measured time could be 
anywhere from 3.31 to 3.59 secs. If I read the digits from left to right the 3 is a certainty, but the 4 is the 1st iffy since it could be 
3, 4, or 5. Therefore, it is the last siggy.  So 3.46 sec ± 0.15 sec  has 2 sigs and should be written 3.5    
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Significant figures, precision , and accuracy continued:
Numbers in your math book are a dime a dozen, but actual measured values you determine in a laboratory 
come with a price tag. According to a $35 scale, a certain very small, but heavy, pure metal cube has a mass of 
7.48g±0.3g .  That same cube has a mass of 7.765g±0.001g when placed on a $1000 electronic balance. 

Note: The ± symbol indicates the precision of the instrument,  If the number is 45.8g±0.3g the true mass is    
somewhere between 45.5g and 46.1g. ]  We will use the ± symbol when referring to the instrument that 
indicated the number, but we will not use the ± uncertainty add on when we add/subtract/multiply/divide 
measured numbers. When we manipulate measured numbers in an equation , we will limit the digits in the 
number  to the significant digits indicated by the ± uncertainty.

It cost you a lot of money to achieve the precision and accuracy represented by those extra significant digits in 
the tenths, hundredths, and thousandths place. Your final laboratory values you obtain are only as accurate as 
the least expensive measuring device you use along the way. For instance, to identify the element that makes 
up the small pure cube mentioned above you can determine its intrinsic property of density. There is no 
reason to spend the $1000 on that electronic balance giving you four significant digits when you are going to 
use a $2 ruler with a ±1mm accuracy to attempt to accurately  measure the small cube’s length, width, and 

height  each as  8mm ±1mm which when multiplied give a volume of  0.5 cm
3 

.  You limited yourself to one 
significant figure because of that cheap $2 ruler!  What a waste of $1000!

 
If you traded in the $2 ruler for the $40 micrometer caliper shown above, the sleeve and thimble combine to 
read a more accurate length of 7.38 mm ± 0.01 mm for each side of the cube. When the length, width, and 

height are measured and  multiplied together a volume with 3 significant figures  ( 0.402  cm
3 ) is determined.    

Now to ascertain the identity of the small cube we are investigating, we determine its intrinsic property of 

density by dividing the mass by the volume:  

€ 

ρ =
mass
vol.

   Look at the three resulting densities of the cube:  

    Using $35 scale and $2 ruler:      Using the $1000 scale and $2 ruler:    Using the $1000 scale and $40 caliper:

         

€ 

ρ =
7.48g
0.5cm3 ≈10g / cc                         

€ 

ρ =
7.765g
0.5cm3 ≈ 20g / cc                      

€ 

ρ =
7.765g
0.402cm3 =19.3g / cc

Notice that the pure mathematical   When you divide the numbers above,       Look what the additional $38 spent on
answer above is 14.96 g/cc but you         you get a purely mathematical value      the micrometer caliper did for your final
are limited to 1 significant digit          of  15.53 g/cc.  Since the $2 ruler             value.  Your answer now has 3 siggies !
since you can only be as accurate           measurement limits you to 1 siggy, your    There is now enough accuracy to  
as your least accurate number.                      answer must round to 20 g/cc              identify of the cube. . . GOLD! We’re $$

The pursuit of ever increasingly accurate instruments for the laboratory is the bane of Empirical Physicists. 
Theoretical Physicists only need a decent computer since they simply rely on mathematics and their brilliance. 


